ADDENDUM #4
CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, NH
RFP #21-13
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
ART FOR PORTSMOUTH MIDDLE SCHOOL

This Addendum forms part of the original document marked: Art for Portsmouth Middle
School, RFP #21-13
The attached pages include answers to questions submitted by email.
The deadline for questions and requests for additional information is Thursday,
February 21, 2013 at 4:30 p.m.

In Addendum 3, Student Commons B113 Display North wall is designated as having
a "Portsmouths Around the World" display. Is that concept set, or might that wall
be available for other decoration? If so, what are it's dimensions?
Response: The “Portsmouth Around the World” display was removed from the Project
by the Owner during Value Management. [CoP to confirm] The area of the acoustic wall
panels is approximately 32’-0” wide by 11’-4” high. The artist will be responsible for
verifying actual dimensions in the field.
In the Addendum 3 illustration of the Student Commons From Stage,
three green acoustical wall panels are indicated opposite the stage. What are the
approximate dimensions of these?
Response: Where the rendering depicts three separate panels, the area of the continuous
acoustic wall panels in the Construction Documents is approximately 86’-0” wide by 15’8” high. The artist will be responsible for verifying actual dimensions in the field.
In your response to question #9 in the same Addendum, you indicated that images
might be silk-screened onto the acoustical fabric. What brand of fabric is planned
for these panels? Does that company offer silk-screening, or would you or the
Construction Manager have another silk screener in mind? I'm trying to get an idea
as to cost of such a procedure.
Response: The fabric wrapped acoustic wall panels installed with Phase 1 were
manufactured by Sound Concepts using DesignTex fabric. If silk-screening is desired,
coordination with the Construction Manager and their subcontractor will be required.

It would be extremely helpful to have the key to the plans included in the addenda
section. For example: #21 on the floor plans relates to what might be a three story
mezzanine at the rear of the Main Entrance, facing the courtyard. As I investigate
suitable locations for artwork, it would be helpful to be able to refer to these
descriptions and notes for such spaces.
Response:
JCJ, The architectural firm does not use keynotes on their floorplans.
However, they’ve offered the following guidance:
The referenced number 21 on the floor plans is a column bubble for Column Line 21.
The area in question is a two-story space. Please refer to the following exhibit /
addendum documents:
1. RFP Exhibit: Elevation 4 – Southwest Elevation on Sheet A-203 that provides a
partial building section/interior elevation of this space.
2. Addendum: Student Common from Courtyard rendering and
Lobby Overlook rendering depict this two story space.

